
Please explore this overview of our solutions, and if you woud like detailed brochures for any individual 
products within our portfolio, simply call us on: 01440 711400 or email: marketing@herbertgroup.com

We will happily offer a no obligations review of your needs, and we can demonstrate any of our 
solutions at a time and location to suit you. Simply call or email at the above.

Innovative Productivity Solutions
Enhance your business



Hello. We are Herbert.

We enhance business productivity with our innovative solutions.

We have been doing this for more than 250 years.

We are an established provider of class-leading solutions to major organisations in fast-moving industries 
in the UK. Our focus is on business improvement and our technology driven solutions deliver increased 
productivity, providing our clients with the competitive edge.

We partner with pioneering global technology leaders, and our solutions are implemented through a nationwide 
network of specialist installation, 24/7 servicing, support, repair and commercial services. We are proud to 
operate our own fleet of highly skilled engineers, covering the entire UK.

Taking best-in-class partner products wrapped with our service, support and implementation capability, you 
can be sure of quality end-to-end solutions that are tailored  to your needs. Our core markets include:

Retail
Warehousing, Transportation and Logistics
Manufacturing
Healthcare
Hospitality
Oil and Gas Services
Local Authority
Field Workforce

With many years of expertise, we are a highly dynamic and customer focused organisation, with a variety of 
leading edge customers, in a multitude of vertical markets.



Please explore this overview of our solutions, and if you woud like detailed brochures for any individual 
products within our portfolio, simply call us on: 01440 711400 or email: marketing@herbertgroup.com

We will happily offer a no obligation review of your need, and we can demonstrate any of our solutions 
at a time and location to suit you. Simply call or email at the above.

       Enhance business operations and productivity with a Herbert solution

Adapting to the demands of today’s customer is a top priority for any business looking to compete effectively 
in the marketplace. Our innovative productivity solutions will help you and your organisation stay ahead. 

We offer product solutions covering:

Merchandising
Software
Food Processing
Printing
Mobility Hardware
Weighing & Labelling 
People Counting
EPOS Hardware
In-Building Communications
Project implementation and Support Services



People Counting

The values of people counting solutions are proven and some of the key benefits are as follows:

• Improved location strategy
• Real-time evaluation of activity
• Precise staff scheduling based on real and know trends
• More reliable store performance reviews
• Easy benchmarking of different stores/sites and locations
• Effective evaluation of marketing campaigns based on footfall
• Effective merchandising strategy and layout based on how people are using stores/sites
• Identification of peak selling times, trends, and seasonal variances
• Enhanced service, staff and store/sites efficiency
• Enhanced profitability

We partner with the leading people counting solution providers, so as to offer you the very latest solutions, 
all backed, by our experienced installation and support team. We will consult with you to ensure that the best 
solution for your needs is chosen. We will also take care of installation work and ensure that you are up-and-
running in next to no time.

By understanding footfall, you can understand how your store/site 
is being used and time of day trends. With this information you 
can maximise layout, staff scheduling and so much more. 



Merchandising

With figures like these an effective merchandising strategy has never been so important. Thankfully we 
offer two key solutions to help you maximise profitability from your retail channel.

Electronic Shelf Labels

Widely deployed by forward-thinking retailers, Electronic Shelf labels (ESLs) provide the ability to be 
dynamic and make compelling price and promotional changes as and when required, perfect for your 
channel model.
At the most basic level, Electronic Shelf Labels (ESLs) cut the cost of printing labels and offer savings 
in staff time when distributing and applying updated labels. However, ESLs offer enormous potential 
to increase revenue, profitability and competitive edge with flexible, responsive pricing opportunities.

Examples include:

• Time of day offers where the offers change as different types of shopper visit the store.
• Dynamic pricing on certain products such as soft fruit and vegetables, based on stock 

levels or perhaps weather conditions.
• Central price management accurately ensuring maximum volume and margin can be 

achieved on every product in every store.
• Overcoming retailer challenges of price compliance and automatic price changes.
• Easily update individual, grouped, or entire in-store labels, whenever and wherever 

they are located.

76% of purchase decisions are made at the shelf-edge (POPAI) 

60% of Brand (switch) decisions are made at the shelf-edge (MZ) 

58% Shoppers state they are buying more on promotion since the 
start of 2012 (IGD) 



• Improved waste management using adaptive pricing strategies can result in a significant reduction 
in lost revenue and help retailers meet the increasing demands of both consumers and legislation 
to reduce waste.

• Improved operational process reduces the costs associated with merchandising and ensures that 
situations such as ‘out of stock’ can be handled to minimise loss of revenue.

• Ensuring your online prices match your store prices for a seamless channel experience.

Far more durable than paper, the ESLs that we offer operate on long-life batteries, utilising pacemaker technology 
for many years of service. All labels work on the same system allowing mix and match of styles and sizes.

Electronic Paper Displays

A recent study by the Stockholm School of Economics showed a 64% sales increase of crushed tomatoes when 
flashing animated-ink displays were used, compared to static print. Up to 79% sales increase on Bacardi™ was 
also measured in the UK during a two-month period where Electronic Paper Displays (EPDs) were used. 

Designed to increase product-uplift, customer engagement and enhance your overall promotional strategy, our 
EPDs are durable and can be moved around the store to enhance product awareness as and when required.

The animated e-ink technology brings life to printed materias. Paper-thin, the displays are as easily deployed 
as traditional POS material. With unique features, our EPDs are a proven tool for top performance in an 
in store environment. Several studies show that the attention grabbing capabilities contribute to customer 
awareness and increased sales.

• Immediately engage with your customers at the shelf-edge
• Paper-thin and battery operated (replaceable) with shelf attachments
• Easily deployed, can be moved and re-used as and when required
• Undoubtedly increases awareness of your promotions
• A Unique and flexible merchandising solution

Merchandising



Food Processing

 Quick and efficient preparation, handling and throughput of food items         
 ensure queues are kept to a minimum and customers receive a streamlined 
 experience. 

Our knowledge in this field is second to none, when it comes to the most robust, efficient and cost effective 
food processing solutions. We offer the product solutions, deployment experience and on-going support and 
service that our customers demand. 

We only offer solutions with the types of features that our customers expect, such as easy clean components, 
strong and chemical resistant housings, small footprint, long service and operational life and the very latest 
in safety features.

Our food related product solutions cover:

• Food slicers
• Food mincers
• Pizza cappers
• Cheese graters & cutters
• Food wrappers
• Food sealers
• Vacuum packing
• Bakery labelling



Weighing and Labelling

 We offer a heritage of more than 250 years in the supply of quality   
 weighing and labelling solutions. 

All of our weighing and labelling products facilitate business efficiency and throughput, with options ranging 
from simple counter-top counting scales, through to advanced bioptic  checkout weighing scales. 

We partner with leading manufacturers so that we offer proven solutions that can withstand the rigours of 
tough and busy environments, with the highest level of quality and reliability and low total cost of ownership. 
Our experienced systems integration team provide customised design and integration to provide you with a 
solution that meets your exacting needs and standards, with maximum return on investment.

Our products are suitable for many different applications, with key solutions being:

Legal Metrology

When it comes to the verification of weighing equipment, you can trust our experienced team. We will help 
your business to identify and comply with verification regulations, to ensure that your weighing equipment is 
maintained and legal for trade. Our expertise extends from verification tools and training, to production and 
maintenance record keeping. Our experience with verification is second to none, based on a heritage of more 
than 250 years of weighing equipment experience.

• Area scales
• Floor scales
• Department scales
• Checkout scales
• Check-weighing systems

• Hanging scales
• Counter-top scales
• Solar powered scales
• Bakery check-weighers



 We focus on providing productivity solutions to field based workers,   
 warehousing, transportation and logistics, as well as retailers 
 and healthcare.  

With the customer in mind, we offer cutting edge mobility solutions that are designed to enhance operational 
efficiency and the customer experience, such as electronic staff smart badges for stock checking and 
communicating on the shop floor, through to mobile printers and chip and pin devices for in-store queue busting.

Some of our key solutions:

• Mobile handhelds
• Vehicle mounted computers
• Wearable mobile barcode scanners
• Fixed barcode scanners
• Electronic smart staff badges
• Mobile printers
• Fixed printers
• Queue-busting  handhelds
• Ticket printers

Our extensive skill-set extends from pre-sales consultation and site surveys, to ensure that customers choose 
the right product for their exact needs, through to product deployment, service and management. We also 
offer an accredited repair center to ensure that your assets are up and running as quickly as possible.

As a top tier partner to some of the world’s leading hardware manufacturers, we offer both fixed and mobile 
solutions, which can be utilised with our FleXobility software suite, so as to provide a complete end-to-end 
solution to your task management and workforce management requirements.

Mobility and Printing Hardware



Software

 We offer a flexible and adaptable mobile software suite called FleXobility,  
 designed to work on a variety of mobile hardware platforms, which we   
 also  supply. 

FleXobility offers the solution functionality to enhance key business and workforce  processes in a variety 
of markets. Our skilled staff work collaboratively with clients to advise, specify, project manage and deploy 
FleXobility software and mobility hardware to meet all project timeframes and requirements.

Our FleXobility platform is designed to enhance these key areas:

• Workforce management
• Process control and compliance
• Remote device management
• ‘Green’ paperless working
• Paperless auditing
• Continuous process improvement
• Proof of delivery



 Using the latest lightweight handheld mobile devices our easy to    
 implement and use software is used within retail, logistics, industrial   
 processes, food safety, manufacturing and more, right across the   
 enterprise to provide meaningful savings.

Our FleXobility suite offers many business benefits such as:

• Increased process and task time saving 
• Substantial paper saving aiding ‘Green’ credentials
• Improved workforce and process efficiency and performance
• Compliance enhancement
• Paperless auditing capability
• A holistic real-time view of activity and performance
• An Integrated, customisable and scalable platform for future needs
• Integration of multi-site and multi-department activity

From just £1 a day, our FleXobility suite offers robust yet flexible alternatives to traditional ways of working, 
enhancing business working methodology and offering real-time reporting and integration with other systems 
that you might use (SAP, Oracle for example).
We use proven technology which offers room for expansion and enhancement as your business needs 
change and develop.

SoftwareSoftware



In-Building Communications

 Our solution simply connects you to your chosen wireless services,   
 wherever you may be in the building. Globally, wireless technology from  
 4G, LTE to WiFi plays an increasingly vital role in how we communicate  
 and operate. 

In our personal and professional life, we expect seamless coverage for all our wireless devices. With the 
growth in popularity of the Smartphone and with over 90% of data sessions initiated indoors, we are now 
seeing networks under huge pressure to keep up with consumer demand for data hungry services. 

Our wideband active distributed antenna system (DAS) provides one solution, one system for all your in-
building wireless needs.

Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication and we are proud to offer the only true wideband active DAS on 
the market, covering all frequencies and wireless services between 150 MHz and 2700 MHz - on a single 
hardware layer. Our DAS provides a highly cost effective multi-service, multi-carrier solution that can be 
easily and efficiently deployed and remotely monitored.

In a rapidly evolving world, it is difficult to predict which services your system will need to cover in the next 5+ 
years. Our  DAS can be designed and installed into a building before the final service mix has been chosen. 
Additional services can be added without the need for supplementary hardware or infrastructure, therefore 
leaving the building owner or manager safe in the knowledge he has avoided further cost and disruption in 
the future. 



Features and Benefits:

• One Solution, One System for all wireless needs (150 MHz– 2700 MHz)
• Multi-service uses – Just 4 components
• Flexible and scalable to meet all needs
• Reduced inventory costs due to low component count 
• Delivers lowest planning, implementation and maintenance cost
• Add services without costly and disruptive upgrades 
• Investment is protected with all current and future services
• The only DAS solution capable of supporting FDD and TDD

Our DAS solutions is ideal for many different types of situation, but a few key examples include:

• Hospitality environments
• Retail 
• Multi-tenanted buildings
• Hospitals and Healthcare

Let us take the guess work out of your wireless communications and enable your in-building communications.

In-Building Communications



Electronic Point of Sale Hardware

 Your EPOS solution is an extension of your brand identity and the final  
 payment service can be the decision as to whether or not your valued   
 customers will return to your store environment. 

EPOS equipment that is both reliable and aesthetically pleasing, not to mention easy to interact with, for both 
staff and customers, will ensure that the final part of your customer’s journey is efficient and rewarding.

We offer both fixed and mobile EPOS solutions, to help with queue busting and customer engagement, all 
aiding the customer experience, ensuring a repeat visit to your store. As a valued partner of globally leading 
EPOS manufacturers, coupled with more than 250 years of retail experience, we can assure you of a best-
in-class solution that will keep you one step ahead of your competitors. 

From specification, to project implementation, roll-out and break-fix support, we offer you the full package, 
keeping you and your customers happy at all times.

• Mobile and fixed EPOS
• Epos media Screens
• Chip & Pin terminals
• Mobile (wearable) and fixed printers
• Handheld and fixed barcode scanners
• Queue-busting handhelds



 Remaining up and running at all times is critical. 

We offer a wealth of experience in delivering specifying and managing projects of all sizes, including 
service delivery, installation, configuration and maintenance of both hardware and software projects within 
multiple markets.

Our project management capability is well developed, and we have a number of Prince 2 trained project 
managers, with all of our projects adhering to Prince 2 methodology, which includes detailed Scope of Works, 
Work Instructions, Risk Assessment and Issue Logs.

We offer a dedicated call centre and national field service coverage, with highly skilled and trained staff, all 
being SAFE Contractor accredited, with many being Airside approved. Our team is dedicated to installation, 
fault diagnosis, swap-out, servicing and repair of a variety of items, such as weighscales, POS, mobile 
computers, food handling equipment, people counters, podia furniture, chip & pin devices, ESLs, software 
and more.

We work to customer agreed service levels, and our work can cover installation, roll-out, staging and 
configuration for ‘Gold Build’ mobile devices and break-fix to keep assets running. We also have an internal 
repair team for a variety of ‘return-to-base’ products, with an average repair time of just 90 minutes.

Working to Incident Management & Problem ITIL V2/3, our service and support vehicles carry over 250 parts 
for a first-time fix level of 97%. All of our vehicles are tracked to ensure optimum allocation of resources when 
incidents occur, ensuring a rapid response at all times.

Project Implementation and Support Services



Hello. We are Herbert.

18 Rookwood Way, Haverhill, Suffolk, CB9 8PD
www.herbertgroup.com  info@ herbertgroup.com
Tel: 01440 711400
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